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Kenya's former Prime Minister Raila Odinga (L) and Kenya's current President Uhuru Kenyatta.
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Introduction

While Kenya is blessed with a rich cultural-ethnic 

diversity, paradoxically, it is this same diversity 

that has been a trigger and accelerator of conf lict. 

Additionally, the manifestation of conf lict in Kenya 

not only affects its 42 million people but has a 

strong impact on its neighbouring states, given that 

Kenya is an economic hub in East Africa. Kenya is 

also a leading centre for industrial production, and 

Nairobi, its capital, is the regional headquarters for 

many transnational and international organisations. 

The country also plays a critical role in stabilising 

fragile neighbouring states, such as Somalia. To this 

end, Kenya is a leading state actor in the fight against 

transnational terrorism, especially against Al-

Shabaab, and is a member of the Intergovernmental 

Authority on Development (IGAD) – which, to date, 

continues to play a critical role in peace processes in 

countries such as South Sudan. This makes Kenya 

a critical regional and continental actor insofar as 

promoting business, security and stability across 

the continent. Consequently, the potential for 

instability in Kenya raises concerns far beyond its 

national borders.

Election environment : tensions and 
incertitude surrounding institutional 
ef ficacy

Th is section examines the current political climate 
ahead of Kenya’s elections, and the normative 
framework governing its electoral cycle. It etches 
out areas of concern and posits the need for external 
intervention that can support existing Kenyan 
infrastructure to hedge the risk of descending into 
election-related conf licts. According to the United 
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), 
Kenya’s Infrastructures for Peace – or county 
peace committees (CPCs), as they are now known – 
are largely modeled on Ghana’s local peace 
committees (LPCs), designed as a traditional 
mediation remedy.1

Th ese LPCs help prevent community-level disputes, 
and consequently stop their escalation to national 
crisis and armed conf licts.2 While Ghana has now 
elevated this system to the level of a national peace 
architecture (which was instrumental in ensuring 
a peaceful political transition following its 
elections in December 20073) Kenya’s CPCs helped 
keep post-election violence from spreading to the 
normally volatile Northern and Coastal provinces 
during the 2008 contested election outcome. 

Executive summary  

With Africa having steadily begun the litany of elections billed for 2017, the orderly manner in which 

Somalia’s elections took place restored a glimmer of hope in those who think only the worst for Africa’s 

democratic and electoral maturity. With over 20 elections scheduled to take place before December 2017, 

the African Union Commission (AUC) has identifi ed potential fault lines across Kenya’s election processes, 

and those in Liberia, as sites for election-related violence. Accordingly, among other things, the AUC has 

trained approximately 50 long-term election observers to be deployed to Kenya, Liberia and other states – 

based on empirical evidence that these particular cases could be cause for concern. 

This Policy and Practice Brief (PPB) examines the prospect for a peaceful election in Kenya, and offers 

insights on what can be done to mitigate any possible election-related violence. With respect to the state 

of readiness of election management bodies (EMB), the Supreme Court and the government to deliver 

credible elections, this PPB examines and brings to light challenges that could potentially trigger election-

related violence, with the view to make recommendations on how to mobilise key stakeholders to invest in 

supporting local and under utilised institutions or existing processes and practices capable of mitigating 

election-related violence. Some of these stakeholders are critical in ensuring the identifi cation of confl ict 

triggers, forewarning about them and preventing their escalation to national crises and confl ict. Civil society 

organisations (CSOs), regional and international organisations should, in the build-up to the 8 August 

election, effectively co-ordinate their pre-assessment fi eld visits to Kenya so as to identify potential options 

to avert the likelihood of election-related violence in the country.
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Subsequently, the peace agreement mediated 
by Kofi Annan mandated such structures for 
all counties, especially for the Central, Coast, 
Western, Nyanza and Rift Valley regions. 

Kenya’s CPCs helped keep post-
election violence from spreading to 
the normally volatile Northern and 
Coastal provinces during the 2008 
contested election outcome

Put simply, the task of peace committees is to 
promote peace, build trust and create a constructive 
environment for the peaceful resolution of disputes. 
Their membership is inclusive of traditional leaders, 
community heads, women, religious leaders, and 
representatives from the government and other 
non-state actors. Their success lies in their hybrid 
nature, which blends traditional conf lict resolution 
mechanisms with conventional ways of managing 
disputes, such as arbitration and adjudication. 

Consequently, owing to the fact that election-related 
violence has featured prominently in Kenya’s recent 
memory, and that its root causes have not been 
adequately addressed, there is a potential for such 
violence in the 2017 process. The efficacy of the 
post-2007 institutional and constitutional reviews, 
which sought to prevent a repeat of the 2007 post-
election debacle, would be tested once again.  
This follows the successful 2013 general elections, 
which were certified to have been free and fair, 
despite minor irregularities which might have 
impaired the credibility of the process.4

Today, the stakes in Kenya are high, and some 
fear that the irregularities which impaired 
Kenyan institutions from delivering a credible 
election process in 2013 have now grown in size 
and complexity. For instance, while the Orange 
Democratic Movement’s (ODM) chairperson, Raila 
Odinga, accepted the outcome of the 2013 results –  
despite the country’s Supreme Court ruling 
that it did not have enough time to thoroughly 
investigate his allegations of malpractice –  
a similar ruling in the 2017 election might just be 
the catalyst for violence, especially if the results of 
the elections are close, and subsequently contested. 

In addition, while it was celebrated in 2013 that 
Kenya had established a more efficient, computerised 
voting system, to some the failure of this system 
on election day seemed to have been a ploy to rig 

the elections.5 These doubts notwithstanding, the 
country’s Independent Electoral and Boundaries 
Commission (IEBC) has opted to forge ahead with 
the 2017 electoral process, and to rely on the same 
electronic voting system.6

It should also be stated that new trends are 
emerging ahead of the 8 August elections. Some of 
these include (but are not limited to) the emergence 
of vigilante groups, under the guise of protecting 
the different presidential candidates. Such a 
development would most certainly have not been 
the case if the state guaranteed the security of all 
candidates, as well as the venues where some of the 
campaigns are being held. It is also concerning that 
some of the proclaimed mandates of these vigilante 
groups are to intimidate their opponents.7 

The growth and potential of such groups to fan 
the f lames of intolerance as Kenya nears election 
day is likely, thus necessitating urgent measures to 
ensure appropriate levels of security for presidential 
candidates, as well as for campaign and election 
venues. A failure to do so would leave a void in 
which these vigilante groups could exploit and 
spread fear among citizens, who may consequently 
choose not to vote, due to concerns for their safety. 
Additionally, the shifting web of political alliances, 
which are often informed by ethnic considerations, 
remains a key feature in this year’s elections. 

As in 2007, incidents of election-related violence 
were observed along ethnic lines in various 
constituencies. Thus, the formation of coalitions 
along such ethnic lines would evidently be the 
cornerstone on which any electoral contestations 
would be based.8 Since 1963, when Kenya gained 
independence, each of the four presidents the 
country has had rose to power based on the strong 
support of two or more coalitions around the 
following tribes: Agĩkũyu, Luhya, Luo and the 
Kalenjin.9 The trend has been for political parties 
keen on securing control of the government to form 
multi-ethnic political party coalitions around the 
four main tribes, and then to seek the support of the 
remaining 38 smaller tribes. 

As in 2007, incidents of election-
related violence were observed 
along ethnic lines in various 
constituencies
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Lastly, the dominant issues around which the 
candidates have defined their contestations must 
be monitored. Key among these are issues relating 
to corruption – which the opposition contends 
is rampant, and is a central challenge standing in 
the way of broader and more sustainable economic 
development (whilst benefiting a small elite that 
maintains ties to the ruling party).10 In addition, 
Kenya’s troop deployment in Somalia continues to 
be a key sticking point, with the ruling coalition 
defending the country’s role in the African 
Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM), while the 
opposition argues that Kenya should change tactics 
or yield to Al-Shabaab’s demand and withdraw its 
troops, as this is believed to endanger the lives of 
its citizens. 

Normative and legal frameworks as a 
source of conflict?

The framework of the Kenyan electoral system was 
remodelled after the 2007 elections turned violent. 
Among others, the Constitution and election-
related legislation were revised. Part of these reviews 
saw the expansion of the judiciary’s competence in 
managing election-related disputes.11 The new legal 
frameworks bore in mind Kenya’s international 
obligations, with particular reference to the Bill of 
Rights, the African Charter on Human and People’s 
Rights (ACHPR), and the Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 
Women (CEDAW), among others. 

Ahead of the 2017 elections, the High Court ordered 
parliament to ensure effective gender representation, 
such that at least one third of all seats are reserved 
for women.12 Among other elements, this will be 
tested in the 2017 elections, as Parliament could be 
dissolved for failing the compliance test established 
by the court’s interpretation of Kenya’s constitutional 
and international obligations. 

Similarly, following the 2007/08 post-election 
violence, the 2010 Constitution radically restructured 
power and overhauled public institutions. For 
instance, it removed some powers from the presidency 
and vested them in the judiciary, legislature and local 
government authorities. In addition, it increased the 
size of Parliament, with an express reservation of 
more seats for women, who were traditionally under-
represented. The constitutional review process also 
mandated major judicial and police reform, as well 
as the reform of the political party system, campaign 

finance and the media, and laid the framework for 
the establishment of the IEBC.

As mentioned, the 2013 elections afforded Kenyans 
the opportunity to test these post-2008 reforms, and 
the challenges that ensued from the 2013 elections 
have heralded a broad range of electoral reforms 
ahead of the 2017 elections. Political parties are 
required by law to carry out their nominations 
at least 60 days before the elections, rather than 
the previously allowed 45 days.13 The new law also 
compels politicians to choose their parties and to 
submit lists of their members to the IEBC at least 90 
days before the elections.14

As a result, there are restrictions on changing 
parties close to the elections. This limits intraparty 
instability, which could adversely affect election 
preparations. Those who do not feature in any of the 
major party lists but who wish to contest the elections 
are allowed to run as independent candidates.  
These candidates are required to submit their 
nominations to the IEBC at least 60 days before the 
elections. This serves to ensure an inclusive political 
process, while also giving the IEBC enough time to 
prepare election materials in the adequate quantities 
required nationwide.  

…the 2013 elections afforded 
Kenyans the opportunity to test 
these post-2008 reforms, and the 
challenges that ensued from the 
2013 elections have heralded a 
broad range of electoral reforms 
ahead of the 2017 elections

The Election Laws (Amendment) Act No. 1 of 
2017 further introduces a new framework for the 
recruitment of IEBC staff. This amended version 
removes a requirement that restricted politicians 
contesting in party nominations from having their 
names included in other party lists, and opens a 
window for nomination losers to be included in new 
party lists.15 

Beyond the challenges facing the IEBC, there are 
other problems associated with the rules governing 
the elections. For example, even though the Electoral 
Act stipulates that all petitions must be examined 
within six months of the general election, it stipulates 
no specific time frame for appeals to be heard, 
leading to a situation (now four years later) where 
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certain appeals from the 2013 electoral petitions are 
still pending in court.16

In addition, analysis of the gender responsiveness of 
the electoral environment in 2013 by the Federation 
of Women Lawyers found “consistent and systemic 
exclusion of women in politics, electoral processes, 
and, consequently, representation”.17 As has been 
mentioned, the High Court has ruled that should 
the 2017 elections fail to elect one third of women 
in legislative seats, Parliament risks nullity  
or dissolution. 

Finally, there are some unanswered questions 
regarding the constitutional requirement of the 
Supreme Court to dispose of challenges to the 
presidential election within 14 days. It was specifically 
this issue that prevented the court from adjudicating 
the Raila petition on its merits, having decided that 
there was not enough time. Consequently, to certain 
observers, the credibility of the Supreme Court has 
become tainted by what was deemed to be a weak 
judgment in the 2013 petition. Some Kenyans lack 
faith in the courts, due to the Supreme Court’s 
perceived mishandling of contestations arising from 
the 2013 presidential election.18 

Others are of the view that the Kenyan judiciary 
plays a critical role in election-related dispute 
management – and recall that the courts’ refusal to 
have the presidential petition adjudicated was one 
of the triggers of the 2007 post-election violence.19 

Thus, the prospect of going into the 2017 poll with 
the Supreme Court in its current state is profoundly 
unsettling. It necessitates the intervention of a high-
level mission, led by the African Union (AU) and the 
East African Community (EAC) (including judges 
from the African Court on Human and Peoples’ 
Rights), to assess the judiciary’s capacity to render 
justice in a timely manner, so that the citizens’ 
confidence in these national institutions is not 
further eroded. 

Readiness of institutional frameworks to 
prevent election-related conflict

The importance of assessing Kenya’s readiness 
for the August 2017 elections is timely, and an 
assessment of the readiness of EMBs to deliver 
free, fair and credible elections – and to further 
manage any potential conf lict – is critical. This is 
particularly important as a means of putting in place 
stopgaps for any challenges that may undermine 
the electoral process – and, by extension, Kenya’s 
stability. As it highlights legislative steps that have 

been undertaken to prevent a repeat of the 2007 
post-election violence, this section examines the 
readiness of the IEBC, the CPCs and the Supreme 
Court for the 2017 elections, while unearthing 
certain challenges that require AU and African 
CSO interventions to help Kenya mitigate potential 
incidents of election-related violence.

The Independent Electoral and Boundaries 
Commission (IEBC) 

The 2010 Constitution established the IEBC and 
replaced its discredited predecessor, the Electoral 
Commission of Kenya (ECK), which had presided 
over the disputed 2007 election and triggered 
politically motivated ethnic violence that resulted 
in the deaths of over a thousand Kenyans. Mindful 
of the need to ensure equal political representation 
across boundary lines, the management of elections 
and boundaries become the mandate of the IEBC. 

Among other institutions, the IEBC was 
constitutionally mandated to update and safeguard 
election registers and to organise all elections and 
referenda, as well as to determine constituencies and 
voting or polling centres, ensure continuous voter 
registration, regulate party nominations and the 
registration of candidates, educate voters, regulate 
campaign spending, settle electoral disputes and 
prosecute electoral offences. The IEBC was also 
charged with simultaneously administering six 
nationwide elections.20 

The IEBC’s first test was the preparation of 
the 2013 general elections. As stated above, 
these elections encountered various challenges, 
including inconsistencies in the decision-making 
process, resulting in a series of delays.21 During 
this period, the IEBC further experienced a three-
month delay in terms of voter registration as a 
result of procurement difficulties. In the last few 
weeks of preparations for the 2017 elections, it had 
problems with the recruitment of polling staff, 
and the distribution of materials was made more 
difficult by the absence of final decisions about 
polling stations.22

Inadequate time also prevented the IEBC from 
addressing the results of human error. For 
example, it was only discovered on the day of the 
2013 general elections that ballots in four wards 
were misprinted. The number of staff employed by 
the IEBC to administer voting procedures in large 
polling stations was also not adequate. As a result 
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of this staff shortage, late counting procedures 
were required.

Most Kenyans thought the IEBC was independent, 
fair and lived up to its expectations, but after the 
announcement of the results, people and political 
parties started questioning the credibility and 
impartiality of the IEBC.23 They opined that the 
IEBC was biased in favour of the Jubilee Coalition, 
constituted of The National Alliance (TNA) and 
the United Republican Party (URP). The IEBC also 
maintained a website that provided information to 
the public about the 2013 elections. However, the 
website did not meet expectations, and without 
proper communication from the IEBC regarding 
this technological failure, suspicions were rife about 
whether this was intentional or accidental.

Ahead of the 2017 elections, it is unclear whether all 
or some of the above challenges have been handled, 
and what measure of confidence exists between the 
IEBC and the leading candidates, on the one hand, 
and the IEBC and voters, on the other. It is therefore 
necessary for an AU assessment mission to ascertain 
progress, and to work with Kenyan EMBs and local 
infrastructures for peace to minimise the risk of a 
repeat of 2007’s post-election violence. 

Lastly, Article 10 of the Political Parties Act (2011) 
recognises coalition or party alliances. This 
means that individuals may constitute themselves 
into groups and compete as a coalition under 
arrangements acceptable to them. In 2013, the 
Jubilee Coalition of Uhuru Kenyetta and his one-
time rival, William Ruto, defeated Raila Odinga 
and Kalonzo Musyoka’s Coalition for Reforms and 
Democracy (CORD) in the general elections by a 
margin of 7.8%. Today, to boost its chances, CORD’s 
2013 leadership has rebranded and renamed the 
coalition the National Super Alliance (NASA).

It is unclear at this stage how the change in name 
and configuration of the NASA will help Raila and 
Kalonzo to overcome their 2013 loss, and whether 
they will accept an unfavourable outcome.24  

Similarly, it is unclear whether Uhuru and Ruto 
will accept an election defeat as representative of 
the will of the people, following their 2013 victory 
with the same coalition. Whatever the outcome 
of 2017’s election, the strength and relevance 
of coalitions in modern politics will be tested. 
In Kenya, it is important for all intervening 
stakeholders to encourage the leading coalitions 
not just to accept election outcome, but also 

to congratulate the victor and mobilise their 
members or supporters to do the same.  

The IEBC was recently involved in a legal battle 
with the NASA over where the election results 
should be declared.25 While the NASA’s opinion 
that the results must declared at the polling 
station has been upheld by both the High Court 
and the Court of Appeal, the IEBC is still reeling 
over losing the legal battle in which it argued, 
unsuccessfully, that results declared at the polling 
station need to be verified again and tallied. 
Having accepted NASA’s request, the courts ended 
the former’s threat to pull out of the elections. 
These rulings have also been hailed by the United 
Nations (UN) as critical in preventing pre-election 
violence and enhancing the credibility of election 
process. Consequently therefore, the IEBC has 
been tasked by the courts to prepare the necessary 
technology to facilitate the tallying and official 
announcement of the results before they are 
transmitted to the national tallying centre.26

In Kenya, it is important for all in-
tervening stakeholders to encour-
age the leading coalitions not just 
to accept election outcome, but 
also to congratulate the victor and 
mobilise their members or sup-
porters to do the same  

The County peace committees (CPCs)

A national peace committee is a multi-stakeholder 
body mandated to implement key peacebuilding 
and peacemaking programmes or initiatives, as 
well as the coordination of a multilevel network 
of peace committees called Infrastructures for 
Peace. In Kenya, the National Steering Committee 
on Peacebuilding and Conflict Management is 
involved with coordinating peace work nationally 
and managing the work of CPCs. While the CPCs 
were initially relegated to the Arid and Semi-Arid 
Lands (ASAL) areas, post-election violence and the 
creation of counties have precipitated the replication 
of the CPC model in the non-arid Central, Coast, 
Western, Nyanza and Rift Valley regions.27

According to Macharia, “an upsurge of criminal 
gangs, political thugs and militias has been 
noted in Kenya, raising fears of bloodshed in [the 
upcoming] elections.”28 These gangs have emerged 
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with the endorsement of certain politicians for their 
protection, to ensure victory and to cause trouble for 
opponents. Troubling as this might be for Kenya, it 
is not easy for the president – as a candidate in the 
forthcoming elections – to advocate for the removal 
of these gangs without him being seen as interfering. 

It is therefore important for impartial external 
interlocutors to undertake a study to understand 
these vigilante groups, and to marshal resources 
on how best to address or mitigate any potential 
violence emanating from their activities. This 
could be closely followed by targeted peacebuilding 
interventions that are geared towards curbing the 
narratives of fear and intolerance that are prevalent 
ahead of the 8 August elections. This will boost the 
confidence of people and their representatives in 
institutions dealing with the elections. 

The Supreme Court

As previously discussed, although the 2010 
Constitution expanded the powers of the Supreme 
Court on election-related matters, its handling of 
petitions resulting from the 2013 elections have, 
according to some jurists, failed the legal test.29  
The expectation that the Supreme Court would deal 
with election-related appeals within 14 days seems 
unreasonable, and the 2013 elections proved just 
that. However, the court’s declaration that there was 
not enough time to properly examine and dispose 
of Raila Odinga’s petition would be problematic if 
it repeated itself. 

To mitigate against similar incidents 
in future and to build confidence 
in the electoral system, regional, 
continental and international 
bodies need to mobilise resources 
to boost Kenya’s prospects for 
free, fair and credible elections 
before time runs out

To avoid this, the courts need to consider 
expediting election-related appeals to curb the 
anxiety often shrouding them. That such anxieties 
often easily culminate in violence cannot be 
overstressed. Consequently, the courts remain a 
critical institution – not just for election dispute 
management, but for conf lict prevention. At this 
time more than any other, this role requires that the 
Supreme Court is well resourced and can effectively 

commit to handle whatever appeals may arise from 
the August 2017 elections – and in a manner that 
assures voters as well as political candidates of 
a free, fair, credible and independent ruling in 
election-related disputes. This requires a high-level 
mission, including judges from the African Court, 
to assess the judiciary’s capacity to render justice 
in a timely manner so as not to further worsen 
voter confidence. It also requires that the mission 
conducts a confidence-building exercise between 
the judiciary, the IEBC, political candidates and 
the media. 

Conclusion and recommendations

While free, fair, credible and regular elections need 
to be celebrated as the maturing of democracy in 
Africa, ongoing efforts to ensure that these processes 
are not negatively impacted by the behaviour of key 
contenders need to continue. In Kenya, following 
the 2007/08 post-election violence that threatened 
the social fabric of one of East Africa’s more stable 
democracies, measures to minimise the risk of such 
violence have been put in place since 2010. Elections 
have become a time to test the resilience of these 
institutions, and the forthcoming 2017 Kenyan 
elections are no exception. 

These elections are particularly important because 
they follow the successful 2013 elections, which 
were not without irregularities – some of which 
are either unresolved or have been inadequately 
addressed. To mitigate against similar incidents 
in future and to build confidence in the electoral 
system, regional, continental and international 
bodies need to mobilise resources to boost Kenya’s 
prospects for free, fair and credible elections 
before time runs out. To this effect, the following 
recommendations should be considered by the 
various parties concerned:

The Kenyan government

a. Parliament must ensure that it legislates the 
outstanding regulations ensuing from the 2010 
constitutional reviews, the 2013 amendments 
to the electoral laws and the court decisions 
regarding gender, while also paying attention to 
the period of time the Supreme Court takes to 
review appeals. Failure to ensure the coherence 
of this process could expand the fault lines from 
which election discontent surges.

b. The government needs to ensure the security 
of all electoral candidates, as well as their 
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supporters who may be vulnerable to attacks. 
Failure to provide such security opens a security 
vacuum that vigilante groups can exploit under 
the guise of protecting candidates whom they 
support. If coordinated well and in an effective 
manner, state security forces can de-escalate any 
prospects of dissent that vigilante groups try to 
exploit to intimidate and cause psychological 
and physical injury to electoral candidates. 

c. The government must support the independence 
of, and avail adequate resources to, the IEBC, as 
this will strengthen the IEBC’s ability to organise 
credible, free, fair and transparent elections that 
are representative of the will of the people, as 
expressed through the ballot. 

d. The government should support the IEBC in its 
communication to the public. This would ensure 
that information communicated by the IEBC, 
security agencies and groups working on early 
warning has a clear format and timing, to both 
the public and party officials, to build confidence 
in the process.

The AU and Regional Economic Communities 
(RECs)

a. A strong AU leadership is required to encourage 
all contestants not just to reject inflammatory 
language, but to accept election results once 
they are declared at the pooling stations; and 
confirmed by the IEBC; as well as to mobilise 
their supporters to accept the outcome as a 
reflection of the will of the majority.  

Civil Society Organisations (CSOs)

a. CSOs should support CPCs in identifying 
pockets of conflict indicators that are related 
to the elections, and address them. CSOs can 
provide training were necessary, and help 
strengthen local capacities to efficiently deter or 
manage disputes that could lead to the escalation 
of violence. 

b. CSOs should also establish a coordination 
mechanism between the CPCs and the EMBs, 
and work closely with the police to report 
behaviour that threatens or intimidates citizens 
for their political leanings. 

International organisations, such as the 
European Union and UN

a. Such organisations can lend their support 
to African-led initiatives in managing and 
preventing conflict. They can also provide 
funding and training to CPCs, EMBs, the 
media, political party communication leads 
and secretariat staff on understanding the 
rationale of the electoral process structures, and 
encourage them to utilise all channels available 
to them to verify information and challenge 
whatever is of concern to them without recourse 
to violence. Such training would provide local 
stakeholders with the skills or expertise that 
they need to analyse and identify early signs 
of conflict, foster dialogue and accelerate the 
response by competent EMB authorities. 
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